UHS MEDIA CENTER
VIDEO COLLECTION
700s ARTS & RECREATION
700.92 Exp

Expressing the inexpressible (videodisc)
[videorecording] : Shirin Neshat.

DVD

An acclaimed photographer, filmmaker, and video artist,
Iranian-born Shirin Neshat addresses the complex forces
shaping the identity of Muslim women throughout the world
and explores the social, political, and psychological
dimensions of women's experiences.

700.92 Wil

William Wegman : video works, 1970-1999
[videorecording].

DVD

Compiled by the artist in collaboration with ARTPIX and
features previously unavailable and newly restored works.
Sequences included are "Dog duet", "Milk/floor", "Massage
chair" and "Stomach song". Over 150 videos , from the earliest
black and white reel-to-reel tapes to the most recent digital
color videos, this collection has not been previously
assembled and available on disc.

707 Int

Introduction to photography and visual literacy
[videorecording]

DVD

Movies, magazines, TV, billboards, the Web--the world is filled
with captivating photographic images competing for views'
attention. Not surprisingly, citizens of the Global Village are
experiencing a growing need for visual literacy, the abilitity to
read between the lines and extract meaning from that daily
bombardment. This program takes a close look at the vital
importance of visual language skills, how information overload
is shortening the human attention span.

709.04 Art

Art nouveau : [videorecording] 1890-1914

VHS

Looking primarily at the objects on display at the National
Gallery of Art, Washington, explores the origins, materials, and
influences of art nouveau.

709.04 Rap

The rape of Europa [videorecording]

DVD

Imagine the world without our masterpieces. Interviews with
eyewitnesses and historians and newsreel footage show how
heroic Europeans, Russians, and Americans worked to save
the art of Europe during World War II.

709.05 Art

Art 21 : [videorecording] art in the 21st century. Season
three

DVD

"Go behind the scenes to meet today's most fascinating
contemporary artists in Season Three of the Emmy-nominated
ART:21--ART IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY documentary
series. Unparalled in access to today's young artists, this
unique series takes viewers into artists' studios, homes, and
communities to provide an intimate view of their lives, work,
creative processes, and sources of inspiration. The four onehour programs present 18 artists working in the United States...
Each program is introduced by a celebrity host including
comedian David Alan Grier, actress Isabella Rossellini, actor
Sam Waterston, and NBA basketball player Grant Hill"--Case.

Art 21 : [videorecording] art in the twenty-first century :
seasons one and two

DVD

"Presents 37 diverse artists working in the United States today,
taking viewers behind the scenes - and beyond the museum or
gallery experience - into artists' studios, homes, and
communities to provide an intimate view of their lives, work,
creative processes, and sources of inspiration."

Art 21 [videorecording] art in the twenty-first century.
Season four

DVD

"Meet contemporary artists at work and speaking in their own
words--direct, accessible, and unfiltered--in Season Four of the
Emmy-nominated ART:21--ART IN THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY documentary series. ... This unique four-hour series
spotlights 17 artists working in the United States today, and
invites viewers behind the scenes to see artists at work in their
homes, communities, and unexpected sites--from an oldgrowth forest to a military base to a film set. The artists ...
explore questions ... about politics, mortality, love, nature,
science, order, chaos, and more. Themes of Romance, Protest,
Ecology, and Paradox provide a connective thread between
profiles ..."--Container.

Art 21. Season five [videorecording] : art in the twentyfirst century

DVD

Documents the difference in various styles of twenty-firstcentury art through interviews, commentary, and behind-thescenes footage.

Art: 21 : art in the twenty-first century. [videorecording]

VHS

Delve deep into the creative process to make contemporary
visual art more relevant and accessible to curious learners.

709.2 Chr

Christo's valley curtain [videorecording]

VHS

Examines the construction of the Mammoth Valley Curtain, a
500-foot-high veil stretched across Rifle Gap, Colo., by the
Bulgarian artist Christo.

709.72 Art

The art of Mexico (videodisc) [videorecording]

DVD

Guide to understanding of Mexican art of the past and present
from its beginnings in the masterworks of the Aztecs and
Mayans to the autobiographical surrealism of Frida Kahlo.

709.73 Twe

20th century art at the Metropolitan Museum
[videorecording] : the Lila Acheson Wallace Wing.

VHS

This program is devoted to the inaugural installation of the
20th-century art in the Lila Acheson Wallace Wing at the
Metropolitan Museum. Named for the co-founder of Reader's
Digest, the new wing displays selections from more than 8,000
paintings, sculptures, works on paper and objects of design
and architecture by American and European artists in this
century.

20th-century American art [videorecording] / Highlights
of the permanent collection

VHS

Highlights the permanent collection based on the third floor of
the museum.

731 Mob

Mobile, by Alexander Calder [Videorecording].

VHS

Documents the construction of the last major piece of the man
who invented the art form.

731.4 Mak

Making sculpture [videorecording]

VHS

A diverse art form, sculpture encompasses all 3-D creations.
Examines the many mediums and methods artists use. A
sculptor shares with students the planning and creation
process, and demonstrates carving, molding, construction, and
assembly techniques.

731.4 Wir

Wire sculpture [videorecording]

DVD

731.43 Cla

Clay molding [videorecording] : sculpting the human
head

DVD

Instructional video presenting a demonstration of basic
techniques in modeling the human head in clay. Attention is
paid to equipment, clay texture, and firing as well as to
proportion and expression.

731.75 Mas

Masks and face coverings [videorecording]

VHS

Portrays symbolic, ritualistic, primitive, historic, and
contemporary masks.

736.574936 Col

The colonial carvers of Connecticut Farms
[videorecording].

DVD

Students of Mr. Erdman's AP US History II class and the CAST
classes of 2011 worked together to document the history of the
carvers of the headstones at the Connecticut Farms Church
cemetery in the Township of Union, Union County, New Jersey.

738 Cer

Ceramics throwing on the wheel [videorecording]

VHS

A demonstration of basic skills for throwing cylindrical forms
on the wheel.

738.092 Cla

Classic Maria Martinez: Native American pottery maker of DVD
San Ildefonso [videorecording] potter Maria Martinez.

Maria Martinez and her son Popovi Da, noted Indian potters of
the San Ildefonso Pueblo in New Mexico, demonstrate their
traditional way of making black pottery. They explain both the
spiritual and the technical aspects of their art.

738.1 Rev

Revised introduction to throwing on the potter's wheel in VHS
the 21st century [videorecording]

Shows the basics of throwing on a potter's wheel in a way that
is easy to understand and to assimilate.

738.12 Han

Handbuilt clay sculpture [videorecording]

DVD

Artist Christine LePage combines the ceramic techniques of
hard slab, soft slab and press molds to create a sculpture,
which is then barrel fired. A student sculptor demonstrates the
hollowing method.

738.14 Cla

Clay masks [videorecording]: multicultural focus

DVD

739.27 Bas

Basic soldering techniques [videorecording]

VHS

Shows how to melt and shape fine metal, sterling silver or gold.

739.27 Jew

Jewelry USA [videorecording]

VHS

Documents the national jewelry competition sponsored by the
Society of North American Goldsmiths and the American Craft
Museum. This exhibition was on view at the American Craft
Museum, New York, May 25 through Sept. 1, 1984.

741.2 Pen

Pencil drawing [videorecording]

VHS

Gail Price carefully leads viewers through basic techniques
that will create dynamic pencil drawings.

742 Dav

David Hockney [videorecording] : the illusion of depth

DVD

Students learn about some of the ways artists create the
illusion of depth on a flat surface as artist David Hockney
draws a chair from multiple perspectives.

745.4 Des

Design I the elements [videorecording]

VHS

Examines the design elements of color, line, shape, form,
pattern, and texture in various design disciplines, and explains
how to use them to achieve the results you want.

Design II the principles [videorecording]

VHS

Explains the design principles of balance, proportion and
scale, harmony, rhythm, and emphasis and how each
contributes to a finished design.

745.4 Ele

Elements and principles of design [videorecording]

VHS

Couch demonstrates how to create dynamic compositions
using the various elements of design.

745.59 Bas

Basic jewelry [videorecording].

VHS

Demonstrates the basic constructive jewelry techniques of
cutting, piercing, soldering, filing, and polishing. Shows how to
build a piece in sterling silver, with bezel set stone.

745.592 Pap

Paper power [videorecording] : Cut it! Fold it! Do it!

DVD

746.9 Fas

Fashion careers (VHS) [videorecording]

VHS

751.426 Acr

Acrylic/ [videorecording]

VHS

Artist and teacher Gail Price describes acrylic painting and
compares it to watercolor and oil painting. She also discusses
the equipment needed and demonstrates opaque and
transparent techniques as well as underpainting and glazing.

751.73 Exi

Exit through the gift shop [ videorecording (DVD)]

DVD

An eccentric French shopkeeper turned documentary maker
attempted to locate and befriend Banksy, only to have the artist
turn the camera back on its owner with spectacular results.
Banksy is a graffiti artist with a global reputation whose work
can be seen on walls from post-hurricane New Orleans to the
Palestinian segregation wall in the West Bank. Fiercely
guarding his anonymity to avoid prosecution, Banksy has so
far resisted all attempts to be captured on film.

752 Col

Color : the Daniel Greene method. [videorecording]

VHS

A look at the work and teaching of painter Daniel Greene,
whose careers spans over 40 years.

Color [videorecording]

VHS

Teaches and demonstrates such things as neutral value scales,
how we see color and glazing, etc.

759.063 New

New ways of seeing Picasso, Braque, and the Cubist
revolution [videorecording].

VHS

Film documents the extraordinary exhibition mounted by the
Mueseum of Modern Art.

759.13 Dro

Dropping in on Romare Bearden [videorecording]

DVD

Puffer the puffin hosts an animated visit with twentieth-century
American artist Romare Bearden, providing information about
the artist's life and career. Includes full-sceen images and
analyses of selected Bearden works.

759.13 Who

Who is the artist? [videorecording] : LichtensteinThiebaud-Warhol

DVD

759.4 Art

Art--who needs it? or, was Michelangelo an interior
decorator? [Videorecording]

VHS

Encourages students to broaden their ideas about art and
society, and to examine art, not with the received attitudes of
established cultural norms, but with their own instincts and
perceptions. Uses many examples from the different forms of
artistic expression, interwoven with questions and quotations
about the nature of artistic experience. Also examines the
practical and artistic dilemmas facing the young artist in
Western society today.

759.9 Hen

Henri Matisse [videorecording] : pattern & paper

DVD

"When Henri Matisse was 71 years old, he got so sick he could
no longer paint or sculpt. But, he didn't give up! A pair of
scissors and colored paper became the tools for some of his
most creative and inspiring work. Working from life and the
vivid memories of trips to the South Pacific he cut out
masterworks of abstraction and joy. Students see how he first
cut out small paper 'maquettes' to be used as models in
creating books, prints, fabric and stained glass.

770 Pho

The photographers [videorecording]

VHS

Meet the people behind the camera at the National Geographic
Society: how they got those breathtaking shots, the dangers
they face, and the lives they lead for the love of their craft.

770 Str

Stryker's America [videorecording].

DVD

"This program tells the story of how Stryker, a low-level federal
bureaucrat with integrity and vision, managed a massive New
Deal project to document the Great Depression. These photosnearly 200,000 by both established and aspiring
photographers, including Dorothea Lange, Gordon Parks,
Arthur Rothstein and, many others." -- Container.

770 Thr

Through the lens : [videorecording (DVD)] the incredible DVD
stories behind the best adventure photographs.

Shares the stories behind some of the photographs that appear
in "National Geographic" magazine, telling of how
photographers face volcanoes, sharks, untouched tombs, and
killer heights in their quests for a perfect picture.

770.1 Dec

Decoding photographic images (videodisc)
[videorecording]

DVD

When setting up a shot, a photographer works with
composition, lighting, and color to create subliminal subtext
that reinforces or even carries the meaning of his or her
subject. This program illustrates how basic components of
photography, line, shape, form, texture, balance, volume
duality, point of view, depth of field, and perspective contribute
to an image's impact on the subconcious mind.

770.11 Car

Carrie Mae Weems framing [videorecording]

DVD

"The way that a photographer frames a subject--chooses a
portion of what she sees to include in her picture--involves
interesting shifts in focal point and point of view. Photographer
Carrie Mae Weems makes surprising framing choices as she
photographs her Oakland neighborhood"--container.

770.9 Adv

The adventure of photography [videorecording] : 150
years of the photographic image

DVD

Presents a history of photography from early daguerreotypes,
to nudes, fashion, war and science photography.

770.92 Cam

Cameramen who dared [videorecording]

VHS

770.92 Pho

The photographers [videorecording]

DVD

A behind-the-scenes look at the lives of the photographers of
National Geographic as they go on assignments around the
world. Learn how they get the incredible shots that have been
made famous the world over.

771 Pho

Photography as art (videodisc) [videorecording]

DVD

Contemporary photographers discuss how their art is evolving.
The works of Tim Macmillan, Catherine Opie, Suky Best, Alison
Jackson and Caroline Molloy are highlighted. Includes archival
interviews with Robert Mapplethorpe, Henri Cartier-Bresson,
Man Ray and others.

779 Ame

American photography, a century of images.
[videorecording]

VHS

Covers the whole range of photography in the United States
during the 20th century. Topics include artistic photography,
photojournalism, home photography, technological changes,
and the impact that photographs have, whether they are
personal or newsworthy.

780.089 Hea

Heartland reggae [videorecording]

VHS

Video of a concert tour shot entirely on location in Jamaica in
1977-78, credited as Bob Marley's finest concert performance
ever.

782.1 For

42nd Street [videorecording]

VHS

The movie musical that introduced the choreography of Busby
Berkeley, 42nd Street also contains the classic plot involving a
tyrannical director, egotistical leading lady and wide-eyed
ingenue, all set to a standout musical score.

782.1 MyF

My fair lady [videorecording]

VHS

Colonel Pickering that he can change flower seller Eliza
Doolittle from a "draggle-tailed guttersnipe" to a "duchess" by
improving her manners, speech, and clothes in just six
months.

782.1 Wiz

The Wiz [videorecording]

VHS

In this Motown production, Dorothy is a shy, Harlem
kindergarten teacher who is whisked to a wonderland while
searching for her lost dog. Toto.

782.42 Sil

Silent night(VHS) [videorecording] : The story of the
famous song.

VHS

An account of how one of the most famous Christmas songs of
all time was born..

782.42165 Ell

Ella Fitzgerald [videorecording] : something to live for

DVD

782.81 Fid

Fiddler on the roof (VHS) [videorecording]

VHS

782.81 Man

Man of La Mancha [videorecording].

VHS

782.81 Oli

Oliver! [videorecording]

VHS

782.81 Rum

Rumors [videorecording]

VHS

782.81 Uns

The unsinkable Molly Brown (VHS) [videorecording].

VHS

784.7272 Sea

Seasons [videorecording (DVD)]

DVD

An IMAX film featuring the music of Vivaldi's Four seasons,
poetry about the cycle of the seasons and beathtaking visuals
of the seasons.

786.2 Sch

Schoolhouse rock! [videorecording]

VHS

All 46 Schoolhouse Rock! cartoons, including grammar rock,
America rock, math rock, and more.

787.87 Gui

Guitar method in the style of Eric Clapton
[videorecording]

VHS

Curt Mitchell teaches the blues-infused style of rock guitarist
Eric Clapton. Covers the body of Clapton's work from the early
1960s to the late 1970s including Layla, After midnight,
Sunshine of your love, Cocaine, Lay down Sally, and many
more. Includes close-up clips of 67 riff techniques played at
both normal and slow speeds.

791.06 Rol

Roller coaster! [videorecording]

DVD

Explores the science of roller coasters, and looks at how
physics may be overtaken by psychology in the rides of the
future.

791.43 Col

The color of friendship [videorecording]

VHS

Two girls from different ends of the world learn a true lesson in
friendship after an exchange program brings a white South
African girl to an African-American United States senator's
home.

791.45 Beh

Behind the scenes in TV/Film [videorecording]

DVD

792 Pla

Places please! (videodisc) [videorecording]

DVD

Discusses educational theater through the theater program at
Hamden High School, interspersing production segments in
rehearsal and performance wit teacher, student, and audience
interviews.

792 Six

Six characters in search of an author [videorecording
(DVD)]

DVD

During rehearsals in a TV studio, six individuals appear and
challenge the director and actors to consider their stories
instead of the play at hand.

